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Abstract: The present research aims to identify the main peculiar economics of professional team 

sports, reflect on whether they apply to esports, and derive some implications. To achieve this aim, 

two sequential snowballing literature reviews were conducted. First, the literature on the peculiar 

economics of professional team sports was reviewed and assessed by the authors, based on their 

degree of distinctiveness and how core they are for the sector. Second, based on the main peculiar 

economics identified, a similar process considering economic aspects in the esports literature was 

conducted. The first review enabled the identification of 50 peculiar economics of professional team 

sports, of which 12 were assessed as the most distinctive and core to the sector. These 12 main pe-

culiar economics were then considered in relation to the esports literature. This second review ena-

bled the identification of some economic similarities and differences between sports and esports, 

before deriving some implications. 

Keywords: peculiar economics; professional team sports; esports; sequential snowballing literature 

review; implications 

 

1. Introduction 

Esports refers to competitive video gaming, often in the form of professional events 

(league competitions, tournaments, championships or battles/matches) and typically be-

tween sponsored gamers or teams (University of Melbourne 2020). It is a growing phe-

nomenon, enjoying a rapid economic development worldwide, with revenue moving 

from USD 130m in 2012 to USD 1.6b forecasted in 2023 (Gough 2019, 2020). Esports has 

attracted attention inside and outside academia, opening debates on its definition and on 

whether it should be considered as a sport (see e.g., Cunningham et al. 2018; Jalonen 2019; 

Summerley 2020), as well as its future evolution (Kim et al. 2020; Peng et al. 2020; Scholz 

2019). Additionally, with the increasing number of well-established professional sports 

(e.g., football) clubs sponsoring esports (Bertschy et al. 2020), actual links between sports 

and esports have started to emerge. Consistent with the idea that new technologies trans-

form some peculiar economics of professional sports (Feuillet 2019), it is therefore argua-

ble that links between sports and esports can contribute to form a new economic peculi-

arity of professional sports. Reciprocally, an attempt to apply the peculiar economics of 

professional team sports (see e.g., Neale 1964) to esports contributes to a better under-

standing of the similarities and differences between sports and esports, thus expanding 

the debate about whether esports should be considered as a sport. This is in line with 

recent research attempting to conceptualise esports based on a sport-like model (see e.g., 

Qian et al. 2020). Such attempts may help scholars improve their understanding of the 
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theoretical economic propositions at the foundation of esports as a business, and practi-

tioners in both sport and esports fields (e.g., managers and league organisers) better in-

form their strategies. 

The present research aims to identify the main peculiar economics of professional 

team sports, reflect on whether they apply to esports, and derive some implications. To 

achieve this, the three authors conducted two sequential literature reviews. First, the lit-

erature on the peculiar economics of professional team sports was reviewed and assessed. 

Second, on the basis of this, a similar process considering economic aspects in the esports 

literature was conducted. 

The article is structured as follows. The second section reviews the literature on the 

peculiar economics of professional team sports. It explains the process applied, provides 

the peculiar economics derived from the review and identifies the ones selected as the 

most distinctive and core to the way the industry operates. The third section reviews the 

literature relevant to the economics of esports, with a focus on whether the main peculiar 

economics of professional team sports apply to esports. The fourth and last section dis-

cusses the results, provides some implications, acknowledges limitations and concludes, 

highlighting the contribution of the article to the debate about esports as a sport or not. 

2. Materials and Methods: Review and Assessment of the Peculiar Economics of Pro-

fessional Team Sports 

2.1. Review Process and 50 Peculiar Economics Identified 

The first step of the process consisted of an extensive literature review to draw a 

comprehensive list of the peculiar economics of professional team sports. A snowballing 

approach was applied to identify such peculiar economics. In line with Wohlin (2014) and 

Wnuk and Garrepalli (2018), both backward snowballing (reference list from the start set 

of publications) and forward snowballing (citing publications) were applied. The first au-

thor conducted the review and drew the list of the peculiar economics by reading the full 

articles or book chapters identified as relevant to fulfil the objective. The list was then 

assessed by the two co-authors to agree whether each peculiar economics was distinctive 

enough compared to other sectors to be considered in the next step. 

Pioneering sports economics articles published by Rottenberg (1956), Neale (1964), 

Jones (1969), Sloane (1969, 1971) and El-Hodiri and Quirk (1971) represented the initial set 

of publications reviewed. The inclusion/exclusion criteria were based on whether a pub-

lication identified (a) new peculiarity(ies) or strengthened the rationale of (a) peculiar-

ity(ies) compared to previous publications. The articles initially reviewed were comple-

mented with other contributions identified as relevant for the purpose of the review by 

Fort and Quirk (1995), Andreff and Staudohar (2000), Kahn (2000), Noll (2003), Szymanski 

(2003) and Szymanski and Zimbalist (2005). 

The backward snowballing approach proved particularly helpful in uncovering arti-

cles published prior to Rottenberg (1956). For example, the latter quoted a law comment 

by Craig (1953), which led to the identification of further (early) law publications by Stay-

ton (1910), M. L. C. (1946), Topkis (1949), and a work entitled Organized Baseball and the 

Law (1937). Importantly, these publications have in common that they have a strong focus 

on the former reserve rule (or clause) in American baseball. The reserve rule permitted a 

baseball team to renew a player’s contract for the following year at a price it could fix, 

subject to the salary in the following year being not less than 75% of the current salary 

(Rottenberg 1956). Similarly, forward snowballing allowed for the identification of contri-

butions that are more recent. For instance, by looking at the references citing Stayton 

(1910) on Google Scholar, the first author came across DeLand (2015)’s honours thesis in-

vestigating the reserve rule from its establishment in 1879 to 1953. From the reference list 

of DeLand (2015)’s thesis, the first author was able to identify a non-scientific article enti-

tled The business side of baseball (1912) and a book by Evers and Fullerton (1910), also 

relevant to the topic. 
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Through their analysis of the early developments of baseball in the United States and 

football in England during the 19th century, Szymanski and Zimbalist (2005) also contrib-

uted to the identification of some peculiar economics of professional team sports under-

stood by the actors of the time. In particular, Szymanski and Zimbalist (2005) refer to the 

book written by Spalding (1911), involved in drafting the constitution of the National 

League created in 1876 in baseball. 

In addition, any book reflecting on games can provide interesting insights in the at-

tempt to establish an exhaustive list of the economic peculiarities of professional team 

sports. In particular, the book written by Caillois (1961) entitled Man, Play and Games 

enabled one to identify some peculiarities of games relevant to the objective of the current 

study. 

Based on the literature mentioned above, 50 peculiar economics (understood in a 

broad sense, i.e., either intrinsically economic or with economic consequences) of profes-

sional team sports were identified and deemed distinctive enough compared to (at least 

most) other sectors. They are listed and explained in Table 1. It is acknowledged that the 

list is not exhaustive and could have been extended further. However, the authors agreed 

to limit the initial list to no more than 50 peculiar economics of professional team sports, 

before reducing it further. This was to allow authors to investigate their applications to 

esports in sufficient depth. The limitations of this approach are developed further towards 

the end of the manuscript. 

Table 1. 50 peculiar economics of professional team sports. 

Num-

ber 
Peculiar Economics Explanation Source(s) Score

1 

Players performing in 

public as a means of at-

tracting an audience 

Players do not only produce the end product (the 

game) but are also part of it 

Stayton (1910) 

0 

2 

Audience attracted by the 

players’ level of sporting 

specialisation 

Players are sought for their peculiar and particular 

fitness 
0 

3 
Interdependency between 

players 

One player’s action automatically affects that of the 

other players 
0 

4 

Need for two competitors 

to produce a game (con-

joint product) 

A competitor cannot produce alone, it needs a rival 

to produce the game, as opposed to products tech-

nologically resulting from a single process in other 

sectors 

Neale (1964) 3 

5 
Uncertainty of the prod-

uct 

Games are not alike, and the conditions of the game 

are constantly changing during its progress 
Stayton (1910) 0 

6 

Need to agree on the time 

and venue of the game be-

tween teams 

Two competitors have to agree when and where they 

will produce the game 
Noll (2003) 0 

7 
Need for rules of the 

game 

Two competitors have to agree to follow the same 

rules to produce the game, as opposed to different 

organisations not having to agree to follow the 

same rules to produce the product in other sectors 

Caillois (1961), Spalding 

(1911), Szymanski and 

Zimbalist (2005) 

2 

8 
Need for a common set of 

rules for all games 

All competitors have to agree to follow the same 

rules to produce games for the best development of 

the sport 

Spalding (1911), Szyman-

ski and Zimbalist (2005) 
0 

9 

Need for a national gov-

erning body to establish 

rules 

When a sport is developed enough at the national 

level, there is a need for a national organisation with 

the legitimacy to establish uniform rules 

M. L. C. (1946), Spalding 

(1911), Szymanski and 

Zimbalist (2005) 

0 
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10 
Need for officials to en-

force rules during games 

Increased competitiveness and stakes make neces-

sary the presence of officials enforcing the rules 

and keeping the score, as opposed to organisations 

in other sectors not needing the presence of officials 

when producing 

FIFA (n.d.), Noll (2003) 2 

11 

Need for rules of the 

game equalising chances 

between teams 

The playing field is laid out and players are distrib-

uted so as to give teams equal chances  Caillois (1961), Evers  

and Fullerton (1910) 

0 

12 
Incentive to produce max-

imal effort for players 

Equal chances between teams means that they have 

an incentive to play their best 
0 

13 Uncertainty of outcome 

Equal chances between teams means that the audi-

ence does not know in advance who is going to win 

the game 

Neale (1964), Organized 

Baseball and the Law 

(1937), Rottenberg (1956) 

3 

14 Competitive balance 

Need for sporting equilibrium between teams to 

generate outcome uncertainty attracting fan de-

mand and, as such, revenues 

Neale (1964), Rottenberg 

(1956), Topkis (1949) 
2 

15 

Satisfaction of spectators’ 

emotional and spiritual 

needs 

“Quest for excitement” understood as the need for 

pleasurable excitement and its pleasurable resolution 

Bromberger (2005), Elias 

and Dunning (1986), Szy-

manski and Zimbalist 

(2005) 

0 

16 
Spectators’ identification 

to teams 
Emotions optimised with partisanship 

Bromberger (1995, 2005), 

Spalding (1911), Szyman-

ski and Zimbalist (2005), 

Yonnet (2004) 

0 

17 

Possibility to express col-

lective antagonisms due 

to rivalry 

Game as a forum for the expression of collective local 

or regional antagonisms 

Bromberger (1995, 2005), 

Spalding (1911), Szyman-

ski and Zimbalist (2005) 

0 

18 
Presence of crowd vio-

lence 

Antagonisms leading to crowd violence and hooli-

ganism 

Carnibella et al. (1996), 

Spaaij (2014), Szymanski 

and Zimbalist (2005) 

0 

19 
Availability of statistical 

information on workers 
Way to detect talent and information sought by fans 

Kahn (2000), Szymanski 

and Zimbalist (2005), The 

Business Side of Baseball 

(1912) 

0 

20 Possibility of scouting Access to competitors’ employees at work 

Organized Baseball and 

the Law (1937), The Busi-

ness Side of Baseball 

(1912) 

0 

21 
Possibility to observe rival 

clubs 
Access to competitors’ production process Stayton (1910) 0 

22 
Diminishing quality re-

turns 

Additional fans attracted will have lower quality 

game seats, meaning lower revenue (returns) per seat 

Neale (1964) 

0 

23 Input–enthusiasm effect 

Regionalisation of public attention and private con-

centration increases the quality of inputs (and reve-

nue per seat) in the area 

0 

24 Roger Maris cobweb 
Demand in t+1 responds to supply in t, instead of 

supply in t+1 responding to demand in t 
0 

25 

Bobby Layne rigidity and 

Archie Moore indivisibil-

ity 

One good player cannot be replaced by two weaker 

players on the pitch 
0 
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26 Interest of the media 
TV and radio rights but also interest of the newspa-

pers 

Neale (1964), Rottenberg 

(1956), Szymanski and 

Zimbalist (2005) 

1 

27 
Possibility to sell several 

times the same product 

Game sold to fans attending in the stadium or arena 

but also watching on TV 
Neale (1964) 2 

28 Game enables gambling Possibility to bet on game outcome Szymanski and Zimbalist 

(2005) 

1 

29 Match fixing Increasing bets at stake leads to match fixing 0 

30 
Opportunity for mer-

chandised products 
Products using club brand and players 

Andreff and Staudohar 

(2000), Szymanski and 

Zimbalist (2005) 

1 

31 
Interest of the public sec-

tor 

Use of public funding and avoidance of expenditure 

allowed by public organisations (e.g., stadium rent) 
0 

32 Interest of patrons 
Funding to be able then to bet on game outcome, ben-

efits for personal image and activities to employees 
0 

33 
Opportunity for sponsor-

ship 
Audience, image, notoriety and sales 2 

34 
Organisation of champi-

onship series 
Way to provide more importance to games 

Spalding (1911), Szyman-

ski and Zimbalist (2005) 
0 

35 
Attractiveness of the quest 

for a championship 
Fans and actors enjoy the contest for a championship 

Noll (2003), Szymanski 

and Zimbalist (2005) 
0 

36 
Organisation of a national 

championship 

Competition at a national level with a series of games 

between teams, although they are free to fix their 

own schedules Szymanski and Zimbalist 

(2005) 

0 

37 
Organisation of a na-

tional league 

Competition at a national level with regular games 

between teams, based on a schedule fixed by a cen-

tral organisation 

2 

38 

Existence of a regular 

schedule establishing 

when and where games 

will be played over one 

season 

Schedule established by the league and agreed by 

clubs 

Noll (2003), Szymanski 

and Zimbalist (2005) 
1 

39 
Reduction of transaction 

costs 

League enables clubs to coordinate scheduling, rather 

than relying on a series of bilateral agreements 
Noll (2003) 1 

40 
Sporting firms as mul-

tifirm plants 

Plant encompassing playing fields and league, with 

sporting firms selling an indivisible product and con-

tributing exactly the same inputs 

Neale (1964) 0 

41 

Organisation of only one 

major national league 

(monopoly) 

History shows that competitor national leagues do 

not survive or merge/cooperate with the existing 

league 

M. L. C. (1946), Szyman-

ski and Zimbalist (2005) 
2 

42 
A major national league 

as a natural monopoly 

Only one annual national champion can be 

crowned, and the championship must be open to all 

major league teams 

Neale (1964), Noll (2003) 1 

43 League standing effect 
Excitement derived by fans from the changes or 

possibilities of changes in the league table 
Neale (1964) 2 

44 
Existence of a national 

“organised sport” 

Discipline organised at the national level through a 

series of agreements or an all-encompassing govern-

ing body 

M. L. C. (1946), Szyman-

ski (2003), Topkis (1949) 
0 

45 Need for regulation 

Need to prevent corruption, match-fixing, the prac-

tice of clubs “poaching” each other’s players and 

clubs forced out of existence 

M. L. C. (1946), Rotten-

berg (1956), Sloane 

(1969) 

2 
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46 

Restriction on the mobility 

of players (monopoly for 

the club over players) 

Players cannot leave their current club whenever 

they want 

Sloane (1969), Stayton 

(1910) 
0 

47 
Most players accept re-

striction on their mobility 

Players are well paid compared to what they would 

earn in another sector 

Organized Baseball and 

the Law (1937), Sloane 

(1969) 

0 

48 
Payment of transfer fees 

for players 

A club interested in a player under contract in an-

other club has to pay a transfer fee to the latter 

Sloane (1969), The Busi-

ness Side of Baseball 

(1912) 

2 

49 Players as assets 

Players have a value for their club due to their contri-

bution to its revenue through their activity and the 

potential to sell them 

Chester et al. (1968), 

Sloane (1969) 
0 

50 

A professional sport club 

is not necessarily profit 

maximiser 

If a company usually looks for profit, a professional 

sport club may be primarily interested in winning 

on the pitch 

Sloane (1969, 1971) 3 

2.2. Assessment Process and 12 Main Peculiar Economics Identified 

Based on the list of 50 peculiar economics initially established, a two-round scoring 

assessment was conducted in triangulation to identify the main ones. Each of the three 

authors individually scored, from low through medium to high, the extent to which these 

peculiar economics (1) differ from other sectors and (2) are core to the way the industry 

operates, before selecting those scoring high for both dimensions. 11 (one author) or 12 

(two authors) peculiarities were eventually selected for the first round. A score was then 

derived for each peculiar economics, based on the number of times they were in the three 

authors’ top 11/12 lists (score from 0 to 3, see Table 1). The peculiar economics chosen by 

at least two authors (score of at least 2) were considered as the main ones, based on further 

discussion and agreement between the three authors. This process led to the identification 

of 12 main peculiar economics of professional team sports derived from the ones in bold 

in Table 1. There are more than 12 peculiar economics in bold in Table 1 (16), but the 

authors finally agreed to group together some closely related based on their further dis-

cussion. Specifically, the peculiarities 26 “interest of the media”, 30 “opportunity for mer-

chandised products” and 33 “opportunity for sponsorship” were grouped together under 

the peculiarity ‘sources of finance’. This explains why the peculiarities 26 and 30 are in 

bold in Table 1, despite their scores being 1. The same applies to peculiarity 42 “a major 

national league as a natural monopoly”, grouped together with peculiarity 41 “organisa-

tion of only one major national league (monopoly)”. The 12 main peculiar economics of 

professional team sports in this article are in Table 2. It is worth noting that some of them 

are similar to the nine unique economic aspects of sports recently highlighted by Rascher 

et al. (2019) and the topics suggested by Mixon (n.d.) for the Special Issue “Advances in 

Sports Economics” published in Economies in 2019 and 2020. 
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Table 2. 12 main peculiar economics of professional team sports and application to esports. 

Num-

ber 
Peculiar Economics Application to Esports? Source(s) Score

1 

Need for two competi-

tors to produce a mul-

tiplayer game (conjoint 

product) 

Yes, esports as a way to attract an audience re-

lies on a “multiplayer game” 

Abanazir (2019), Boyden (2011), 

Taylor (2012) 
1 

2 
Need for rules of the 

game 

Yes, the video game consists of rules, i.e., the 

code 

Abanazir (2019), Burk (2013), 

Ducheneaut (2009), Lessig (2006) 
1 

3 

Need for officials to en-

force rules during 

games 

The code enforces rules, but officials are still 

needed to ensure players stick to them 

British Esports Association 

(2020a) 
0.5 

4 

Uncertainty of out-

come / competitive bal-

ance 

Yes, in esports in general according to Blizzard 

Entertainment (2002), no in elite esports accord-

ing to Mangeloja (2019) but findings questiona-

ble 

Blizzard Entertainment (2002), 

Mangeloja (2019) 
- 

5 Sources of finance 
Some similarities in the sources but also some 

differences in their weights 
Mangeloja (2019), Newzoo (2020) 0.5 

6 

Possibility to sell sev-

eral times the same 

product 

Yes, but fewer opportunities Scelles et al. (2020), Ströh (2017) 0.5 

7 
Organisation of a na-

tional league 

Organisation of leagues, but international ra-

ther than national 
Jalonen (2019) 0.5 

8 

Organisation of only 

one major national 

league as a natural mo-

nopoly 

No natural monopoly at a (sub)genre level, e.g., 

competition between FIFA and Pro Evolution 

Soccer in football games 

Blum (2016), Noll (2003) 0 

9 League standing effect Not tested yet 

Andreff and Scelles (2015), Hum-

phreys and Zhou (2015), Neale 

(1964) 

- 

10 Need for regulation 

Yes, with similar issues as in sports, e.g., dop-

ing, corruption, match-fixing, “poaching” and 

financial difficulties 

Ashton (2020), ESA (2019), 

Holden et al. (2017), Mitchell 

(2014), Naweed et al. (2020), 

Stronka (2020), Valentine (2019) 

1 

11 
Payment of transfer 

fees for players 

Yes, amounts still very far from what exists in 

men’s football, but the latter is a specific case in 

professional team sports 

Ashton (2020), Hancock (2018), 

Rockerbie (2020) 
1 

12 

A professional sport 

club is not necessarily 

profit maximiser 

Yes, well-known esports organisations only 

consider the resulting revenue of a transfer in 

how they will buy other players, improve per-

formance, etc., i.e., maximise wins 

Ashton (2020), Sloane (1969, 1971), 

Terrien et al. (2017) 
1 

 Overall score in terms of similarities between professional team sports and esports (out of 10) 7 
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3. Results: Do the Main Peculiar Economics of Professional Team Sports Apply to  

Esports? 

Once the identification of 12 main peculiar economics of professional team sports 

was completed, it was possible to reflect on whether they apply to esports. To do so, a 

review of the literature relevant to the economics of esports was conducted following the 

snowballing approach as previously performed. The first author led and wrote the review, 

with the two co-authors reviewing the content and the three authors agreeing on whether 

the main peculiar economics of sports apply to esports. 

The start set of publications was determined by searching key terms “economics” 

and “esports” or “e-sports”. Information channels included Google Scholar, the authors’ 

university online library and their Research Gate feed. In the nascent literature on esports, 

there is not much research focusing specifically on economics. However, contributions by 

Mangeloja (2019), Parshakov (2019), and Ward and Harmon (2019) represent exceptions, 

together with some non-economic publications referring to economic aspects, e.g., Aba-

nazir (2019) and Jalonen (2019). These five recent publications were used as start set. Their 

reference list and their citing publications helped to assess whether the main peculiar eco-

nomics of professional team sports identified above apply to esports. In addition, other 

informal literature such as non-academic articles and reports were utilised to facilitate the 

process. 

The assessment is presented below for each main peculiar economic. Table 2 summa-

rises the findings. A score is allocated to the different peculiar economics in terms of sim-

ilarities between professional team sports and esports, with 1 for a clear similarity, 0.5 for 

some similarities but also differences and 0 for a clear difference. For two of the 12 peculiar 

economics (uncertainty of outcome/competitive balance and league standing effect), no 

score is provided because there is a lack of evidence enabling one to assess whether they 

apply to esports at the elite level. This means that the overall score is out of 10 instead of 

12. Such an overall score is equal to 7, emphasising a degree of similarities between pro-

fessional team sports and esports but also some differences. 

3.1. The Need for Two Competitors to Produce a Multiplayer Game 

The starting point to assess these peculiar economics is to define what is meant by 

“game” in the esports context. Following Schneider (2001) concerning sport, Abanazir 

(2019) asserts that the (video) game has two different meanings: the “instantiation” of the 

(video) game and the (video) game itself. According to the author, “The former depicts par-

ticular ‘instances’ which come into existence by the moves of players, while the latter points to a 

set of rules allowing or prohibiting the moves” (Abanazir 2019, pp. 12021). Abanazir (2019) 

refers to Peeters and Szymanski (2014) and Blair (2012) and, as such, sports economics, 

noting that the latter considers instantiations as “products”. From this perspective, Aba-

nazir (2019) considers that esports is similar to modern sport. Indeed, based on Boyden 

(2011) and Taylor (2012), Abanazir (2019) states that “It is a product, where the presence of 

human opponents is required for the production of a ‘multiplayer game’” (p. 121). Nevertheless, 

Abanazir (2019) stresses a vital difference between esports and modern sport, hence the 

emphasis on the term “multiplayer game”: “Whereas playing without an opponent amounts 

to ‘shadowboxing’ in modern sport, video games provide for the possibility to compete through the 

comparison of single-player scores and speedrun times” (p. 121). It may be argued that such a 

possibility also exists in sports, e.g., hour record in cycling. More importantly, esports as 

a way to attract an audience relies on a “multiplayer game” rather than any esports game. 

As such, the need for two competitors to produce a (multiplayer) game applies to esports. 

3.2. The Need for Rules of the Game 

The rules of the game refer to what Abanazir (2019) identifies above as the second 

meaning of game. Following Burk (2013), Ducheneaut (2010) and Lessig (2006), the author 

underlines that in the case of esports and similar to modern sport, the video game consists 
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of rules, i.e., the code, allowing certain moves but limiting others. Within the context of 

both modern sport and esports, Abanazir (2019) calls the “source” the sets of rules provid-

ing a basis for the instantiation. The author notes that, in modern sport, the source is cre-

ated by the rule-making powers of an organisation to law down the rules of the game, 

usually an international sports federation, i.e., an association of national associations (not-

for-profit organisation). Based on Burk (2013), Abanazir (2019) then specifies what the 

term “source” entails exactly in the esports context, stating that it is the video game, which 

consists of the “code” and the audiovisual representations. The rule-maker is the code-

writer, i.e., the game developer (Juul 2005). According to Abanazir (2019), the developer 

may also be the publisher of the game, which allows it to have direct control over the 

product. Nevertheless, referring to Lunsford (2013), the author stresses that, more often 

than not, the developer is part of an outsourced project where intellectual property rights 

vital for the protection of the source are assigned to the publisher through the use of con-

tracts. In any case, the rules of the game are set by an incorporated body within its juris-

diction, not an association. 

To sum up, similar to modern sport, esports needs rules of the game. However, mod-

ern sport and esports differ in the sense that the rules of the game are usually established 

by an international association in modern sport and an incorporated body in esports. 

3.3. The Need for Officials to Enforce the Rules during Games 

One may think that contrary to sports, officials are not required to enforce the rules 

in esports, since the code itself enforces them. However, in esports, understood as multi-

players games attracting an audience in a physical venue and beyond, there are officials 

making sure that players stick to the rules. The roles of esports officials (referees or ad-

ministrators) can be rather similar to officials in modern sports. For instance, during live 

events, officials are expected to keep an eye on the teams, monitor matches and make sure 

all rules are adhered to. Additionally, in esports, officials ensure that the players are wear-

ing the correct noise-cancelling headsets, and that no foul play is going on (British Esports 

Association 2020a). 

In video games such as FIFA, there are also fictional officials during matches, repro-

ducing those operating during real football matches and enforcing the rules. In line with 

the idea of automatic enforcement of the rules by the code, it may be argued that, with the 

growing use of technological tools such as video assistant referee (VAR) in football or 

television match official (TMO) in rugby, the enforcement of the rules in professional team 

sports have started to become less reliant on physical officials. In a way, this illustrates a 

partial application of a peculiar economic of esports (rules partially enforced by the tech-

nology) to sports. The difference is that, in esports, the technology enforcing the rules is 

part of the video game, while the use of technological tools such as VAR or TMO in sports 

induces a cost that does not only apply to the tools themselves but also to the additional 

officials needed to use them. 

3.4. The Need for Uncertainty of Outcome and Competitive Balance 

The need for uncertainty of outcome and competitive balance has been identified 

from the early 2000s in esports in general rather than elite esports in particular. Indeed, in 

2002, unlike previous Battle.net-enabled games, Warcraft III introduced anonymous 

matchmaking, automatically pairing players for games based on their skill level and game 

type preferences, preventing cheating and inflating their records artificially (Blizzard En-

tertainment 2002). If players want to play with a friend in ranked matches, Warcraft III 

offers “arranged team games”, where a team joins a lobby, and Battle.net will search for 

another team (Blizzard Entertainment 2002). Here, a parallel can be made with the Euro-

pean sport system, with teams belonging to a given level of competition depending on 

their ability. More recently and specifically in elite esports, Mangeloja (2019) finds that 

prize money increases in esports when the best players earn more money. The author 
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interprets this result as an indication of a positive impact of a star effect rather than un-

certainty of outcome and competitive balance on fan demand, proxied by prize money. 

However, it may be argued that the proxy for competitive balance utilised in this study is 

not the most appropriate since it does not rely on sporting performance and may be en-

dogenous with the dependent variable (if there is proportionally more money going to 

the best players when the prize money increases). Parshakov (2019) controls for endoge-

neity by using vector autoregression but does not rely on sport performance either. Fur-

ther research is needed on this topic in elite esports tournaments. 

3.5. The Sources of Finance 

In terms of sources of finance in esports, Mangeloja (2019) notes that many esports 

teams makes a majority of their revenue from sponsorship and advertising (approxi-

mately 60%, but this can go up to 90%), followed by media rights (20%, not including 

digital and streaming, now analysed separately by Newzoo 2020), game publisher fees 

(i.e., the revenues paid by game publishers to independent esports organisers for hosting 

events), and merchandising and ticket sales (10% for each of both). Compared to the main 

leagues in professional team sports, although there are some similarities in the sources, 

there is more revenue coming from sponsorship and advertising, and less from media 

rights, merchandising and ticket sales, while game publisher fees appear as an originality 

in esports. It means that game publishers both provide the video game needed to produce 

events and financial resources to the organisers. 

In its most recent report, Newzoo (2020) has added digital and streaming revenues 

among the sources of finance in esports. Digital revenues refer to revenues generated from 

digital sales of in-game items that utilise team intellectual property (IP) or signed player 

likeness. They represent around 2% of the overall revenue. Streaming revenues refer to 

revenues generated through professional players or signed streamers streaming—either 

on their own channels or on team channels. They also include revenues generated through 

online video platforms from esports teams’ own content broadcast on those platforms. 

Streaming revenues represent less than 2% of the overall revenue. 

3.6. The Possibility to Sell Several Times the Same Product 

The possibility of selling several times the same product applies to esports since 

games can be sold to both media and stadium attendees. Nevertheless, there may be fewer 

opportunities to sell games to different media compared to professional team sports. In-

deed, in esports, there is a preference for online streaming over classic TV broadcasting 

(Ströh 2017). This may reduce the opportunities to sell media rights across countries 

worldwide, as in the example of the English Premier League (EPL) (Scelles et al. 2020). 

However, esports games can still be simulcast (i.e., broadcast across more than one me-

dium, or more than one service on the same medium, at exactly the same time) on televi-

sion networks around the world, as this is the case for Dota 2 (Wikipedia 2021a). Further-

more, it may be argued that the same product is still indirectly sold several times through 

sponsoring and advertising from different countries for the same event. 

To explore further the possibility of selling several times the same product and the 

comparison of its degree of application to sports and esports, it is worth coming back to 

the idea of classic TV broadcasting (the “traditional” way in sports) offering more oppor-

tunities to sell media rights across countries worldwide than online streaming (the pref-

erence in esports). With classic TV broadcasting, TV rights are sold to TV channels in as 

many countries as the number interested in the competition under investigation. One may 

wonder why the same would not apply to online streaming. Indeed, in the example of the 

EPL, the latter is part of its overall TV rights and, as such, subject to the same regulations 

as classic TV broadcasting, in particular the territorial element that applies to where the 

TV rights holders can broadcast games. By contrast, online streaming in esports seems 

largely without constraints in terms of territorial rights, i.e., an esports event is broadcast 

online without territorial restrictions. An explanation is that the main esports events are 
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international and appear in what can be named the global online era. Although some of 

the main sports events are also international (e.g., the Olympic Games and the men’s foot-

ball World Cup), they appeared prior to the global online era and, as such, are regulated 

based on “traditional” deals between the event rights holder and TV channels willing to 

broadcast the event within a given country. Open questions are whether this will continue 

to be the case in sports while we move further in the global online era and, if not, what 

the consequences will be on the possibility to sell several times the same product and rev-

enue. 

3.7. The Organisation of a National League 

If there are some national leagues in esports, most of them involve more than one 

country or are even worldwide, consistent with the idea that esports communities are not 

bound by national borders or time zones (Jalonen 2019). A key difference between sports 

and esports is when they were established. Modern sports appeared in the second half of 

the 19th century, i.e., when communication and transport tools were limited. They started 

with a few teams before growing and being able to organise national leagues. Esports 

appeared much later, in the 1970s (Bountie Gaming 2018; British Esports Association 

2020b), in a globalised world where communication and transport tools were much more 

developed. This means that the nation is not the “natural” territory for an esports league, 

consistent with the elements already developed above about the possibility to sell several 

times the same product. Interestingly, the idea of a European Super League with the best 

continental clubs leaving their domestic leagues to play against each other is a topic that 

has been discussed for more than 20 years now in men’s football (Moatti 1998). The way 

international esports leagues are designed may inform such a reflection to some extent, 

with the limitation that the latter should consider the cultural, historical and traditional 

dimensions related to the organisation of national leagues in European football and sport 

in general. 

3.8. The Organisation of Only One Major National League as a Natural Monopoly 

Based on the elements developed previously, the national level is not the most ap-

propriate for esports. It remains that the idea of the organisation of only one major league 

as a natural monopoly for a specific esports game seems to make sense given that the 

publisher of this specific esports game has control over it (Blum 2016). However, some 

esports games belonging to the same (sub)genre are in competition against each other, 

e.g., FIFA and Pro Evolution Soccer in football games. In other words, competition should 

be considered at a (sub)genre rather than game level in esports, assuming that games 

within this (sub)genre are substitutes (Miroff 2019). Thus, the organisation of only one 

major league as a natural monopoly attracting all major teams (Noll 2003) does not seem 

to hold in esports. 

In the case of the European Super League in men’s football, the organisation of only 

one major national league as a natural monopoly attracting the best domestic clubs would 

be questioned. Indeed, in the countries with the richest leagues, the best domestic clubs 

may leave the major national league to compete in the European Super League. The major 

national league may remain a natural monopoly, but it would not feature the best domes-

tic clubs, contrasting with the idea that the major national league as a natural monopoly 

must be open to all major league teams in the country (Noll 2003). This may jeopardise its 

attractiveness and financial sustainability. 

3.9. The League Standing Effect 

The league standing effect refers to the excitement derived by fans from the changes 

or possibilities of changes in the league table (Neale 1964). Despite Neale (1964) having 

identified it among the peculiar economics of professional sports, it has not been re-

searched until a Special Issue by the Journal of Sports Economics, celebrating the article’s 
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50th anniversary. In this issue, Andreff and Scelles (2015), and Humphreys and Zhou 

(2015) test the impact of the league standing effect on stadium attendance. Although their 

aim is the same, they make different choices by studying two different leagues—French 

football Ligue 1 and Major League Baseball (MLB), respectively—and applying two dif-

ferent methods—in relation to sporting prizes for the home team and any standing for 

any team in the league, respectively. They obtain two different results, with the league 

standing effect being significantly positive in Andreff and Scelles (2015), while it has no 

significant impact in Humphreys and Zhou (2015). The league standing effect remains to 

be tested in esports. 

Although the last three peculiar economics deal with the idea of league, it must be 

noted that esports are also frequently played in tournaments. The latter also exist in pro-

fessional team sports, but the national league remains the level at which teams play most 

games during a season. If the elements around a European Super League developed above 

suggest that the national level as the level at which teams play most games during a season 

might be questioned for some clubs, they do not challenge the idea of league as a core 

feature of professional team sports. 

3.10. The Need for Regulation 

Similar to sports (Stronka 2020), esports encounters doping, corruption and match-

fixing issues (Naweed et al. 2020), with the same type of responses implemented, i.e., play-

ers or teams fined and suspended or banned (Holden et al. 2017). In November 2019, 

games industry international trade bodies united on universal esports principles (Valen-

tine 2019). These bodies are the Entertainment Software Association (ESA) in the United 

States, the Entertainment Software Association of Canada (ESAC), the Association of UK 

Interactive Entertainment (UKIE), the Interactive Software Federation of Europe (ISFE) 

and the Interactive Games and Entertainment Association (IGEA) of Australia and New 

Zealand. They united on four principles: safety and well-being; integrity and fair play; 

respect and diversity; positive and enriching game play. The second principle is directly 

relevant to corruption and match fixing issues. On this principle, the five bodies state that 

“Cheating, hacking, or otherwise engaging in disreputable, deceitful, or dishonest behaviour de-

tracts from the experience of others, unfairly advantages teams and players, and tarnishes the le-

gitimacy of esports” (ESA 2019). 

Esports is also similar to sports in that it can be subject to “poaching” in the absence 

of regulations forbidding such practice. League of Legends (LoL), entirely regulated by 

its publisher Riot Games and touted as a game with one of the most refined player mar-

kets, bars players from persuading others to transfer from one team to another, with the 

existence of clear transfer windows (Ashton 2020). 

Another similarity between sports and esports is around the need to regulate in-

stances in which teams or players encounter financial difficulties. In sports, such financial 

difficulties appeared very early. Indeed, as noted by Rottenberg (1956) based on Celler 

(1952), American baseball clubs were forced out of existence as early as towards the end 

of the 1870s through an Official Release of the National League on September 29, 1879 

(1879), shortly after the adoption of the reserve rule for the first time. In esports, Mitchell 

(2014) provocatively entitled his newspaper article “Dota 2 is the richest of the big esports, 

but its players are the poorest”. The author evidenced that 72% of teams that competed at 

The International (annual esports world championship tournament for Dota 2) in 2013 no 

longer existed in 2014. He added that on the whole, The International had some trends 

that indicate teams build around it, then break apart if they lose. If more teams have had 

access to the prize pool distribution over time (from 14 in 2014 to 18 in 2019; Dota 2 Prize 

Trac n.d.; Liquipedia 2020), their number remains limited to only those making the final 

tournament. Although insolvencies exist in professional team sports, e.g., in men’s foot-

ball (see Scelles et al. 2018; Szymanski 2017; Szymanski and Weimar 2019), clubs usually 

survive. In esports, it remains to be known whether the industry is willing to limit the 
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number of teams disbanding after failure to succeed at a level sufficient to earn enough 

money to sustain their existence and, if so, how to regulate it. 

3.11. The Payment of Transfer Fees for Players 

Ashton (2020) evidences the existence of transfer fees for esports players, while Han-

cock (2018) mentioned transfer fees for top players in China being typically around RMB 

1m–RMB 2m (USD 0.145m–USD 0.29m) towards the end of 2018. These amounts are still 

far from what exists in men’s football, which is, however, a specific case in professional 

team sports (Rockerbie 2020). Interestingly, the German website Transfermarkt estimates 

men’s football players’ value since 2005. As noted by Scelles et al. (2016), “Fans discuss 

player values in the Transfermarkt’s (2012) market value forum with the necessity to justify their 

calculation—these are then taken into consideration by Transfermarkt in addition to its experts’ 

evaluations in its update of player values” (p. 689). There are not such estimates in esports. 

Ashton (2020) investigates what determines an esports player’s market value. He under-

lines that there are standard measures of a player’s value such as current and future sala-

ries (and multiples thereof), how long the contract lasts, and how many similar transac-

tions are across various regions. He also notes that some of the LoL team representatives 

said they know how high other teams’ bids were within their relevant league, as well as 

neighbouring leagues. Ashton (2020) adds that when it comes to games with an open mar-

ket, such as Counter Strike: Global Offensive (CS:GO), there is not a precedent to base a 

player or team’s value on. He highlights that those he spoke to expressed a need for more 

robust data, with some stating that the transfer fees were completely arbitrary. An initia-

tive similar to the Transfermarkt in men’s football may be relevant to esports, especially 

if its revenue continues to grow and the transfer fees for players become higher in the 

future, following the steps of men’s football. 

3.12. A Professional Sport Club Is Not Necessarily Profit Maximiser 

Ashton (2020) informs that, like football and baseball, there are feeder organisations 

in esports, which specifically create academy/developmental players, or even whole 

teams, and generate revenue through their transfers. Those feeder organisations can be 

seen as profit maximisers. However, Ashton (2020) mentions that those teams are unlikely 

to ever compete in a Valve Major (Valve being an American video game developer, pub-

lisher, and digital distribution company, it is the developer of video game series such as 

Counter Strike and Dota; Wikipedia 2021b) or top international competition, but this is 

not their business model. By contrast, the author notes that the well-known esports organ-

isations only consider the resulting revenue of a transfer in how they will buy other play-

ers, improve performance, etc. This suggests that a professional esports club is not neces-

sarily a profit maximiser but looks for wins in the games instead, consistent with Sloane 

(1969 1971) for professional sport clubs. Further research is needed to inform the profit 

versus win maximisation debate in esports, following what has been carried out for pro-

fessional sport clubs (see e.g., Terrien et al. 2017). 

4. Discussion, Implications, Limitations and Conclusions 

This research discusses some economic similarities and differences between profes-

sional team sports and esports, based on the identification of the main peculiar economics 

in the former and their application to the latter. An important finding of the current re-

search relates to the application of the main peculiar economics of professional team 

sports to esports, sometimes providing an equivocal answer about whether such peculiar 

economics hold true for esports. However, this study enables one to better understand the 

economics of esports, which has received scant attention in the literature up to date. This 

in turn opens the door to some implications derived from economics. While some have 

already been introduced previously, e.g., how esports and its international organisation 
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can help inform discussions around the establishment of a European Super League in 

men’s football, at least four other implications merit further discussion. 

The first relates to the need for two competitors to produce a (multiplayer) game as 

a way of attracting an audience (and even more competitors to produce an event consist-

ing of a number of games). This is relevant for esports players, managers and event or-

ganisers as esports reflect the specific nature of the sport industry, whereby competition 

between two teams or players is needed for the game to occur. This suggests the need for 

a minimum level of economic cooperation between competitors, consistent with the idea 

of coopetition also applying to the sport industry (Feuillet et al. 2020; Lorgnier and Su 

2014; Wemmer et al. 2016). 

Second, the sources of finance in esports align with some of the main professional 

team sports but their weights differ, with sponsorship and advertising being far more im-

portant in esports (60% to 90% of the sources) while media rights are far less important 

(around 20%). Consistent with the idea that professional sports clubs should diversify 

their sources of finance to limit their media rights dependency, esports teams should re-

flect on how to diversify their revenues to avoid a too strong a dependency on sponsor-

ship and advertising. Although digital and streaming revenues are still limited, they grow 

quickly, and this should continue to be the case until at least 2023 (Newzoo 2020). This 

may help esports teams reach a better equilibrium across sources of finance and limit their 

financial difficulties in the case of a decrease in sponsorship and advertising revenues. 

Exploring further developments in digital and streaming revenues may also contribute to 

a more balanced model of finance for sports clubs in a context where the Coronavirus 

crisis has shown that unplanned events might question TV rights. This was illustrated by 

the example of the broadcaster Canal + not willing to pay the full amount initially agreed 

for the 2019–2020 French men’s football Ligue 1 and Ligue 2 (Moatti and Hermant 2020a), 

before the situation even worsens with the main broadcaster Mediapro not able to pay the 

amount agreed and eventually exiting the market (Moatti and Hermant 2020b). 

Third, it has been argued that the national level is not the most appropriate for es-

ports leagues, one reason being that they appeared in a globalised world. Another reason 

may be that the initial numbers of elite players and fans were too limited at the country 

level to sustain successful national leagues. However, these numbers have increased over 

time around the world, e.g., League of Legends reached 348.8 million live esports hours 

watched in 2019 (Newzoo 2020). Esports content includes professional gaming matches 

and pre- and post-game analysis, by opposition to non-esports content including stream-

ers, influencers, and talk shows (Newzoo 2020). League of Legends organises national 

leagues in China (League of Legends Pro League) and South Korea (League of Legends 

Champions Korea). Both leagues serve as route to qualification for the annual League of 

Legends World Championship, on the model of non-American national sports leagues 

serving as a route to qualification for continental competitions. It may be the case that a 

growing number of national League of Legends leagues develop around the world, with 

the possibility of generalising the process of national leagues serving as route to qualifi-

cation for the annual League of Legends World Championship. With such an evolution, 

League of Legends may be inspired by the way professional sports leagues operate, alt-

hough national sports leagues provide access to continental rather than world competi-

tions. If esports moves towards a generalisation of national leagues, how fans would re-

spond to such move may inform the reflections about the future of sports and the oppor-

tunity of a European Super League in men’s football (and other sports) discussed previ-

ously. 

Fourth, similar to sports, it has been emphasised that esports need regulation, e.g., to 

prevent financial difficulties. As mentioned previously, Mitchell (2014) evidenced that 

72% of Dota 2 teams that competed at The International in 2013 no longer existed in 2014. 

This was due to the fact that only the teams making the final tournament had access to the 

prize pool distribution, which still holds true. According to the author, the solution is ob-
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vious: to spread the money around rather than only supporting the highest tier of profes-

sionals. It remains to be assessed whether such a solution would be easy to implement 

without resistance from the best teams and players in a game where actors have been used 

to the prize pool distribution described above over time. Theoretical implications can be 

derived from this in relation to the superstars effect (Ward and Harmon 2019), prize struc-

ture and performance, and winner-take-all market. Such situations have also emerged in 

sports, e.g., individual sports such as NASCAR (Humphreys and Frick 2019) and men’s 

tennis and golf (Feuillet et al. 2018). In such individual sports, Feuillet et al. (2018) note 

that many players cannot live from their sporting activity, a situation that echoes the re-

ality in some esports such as Dota 2. A European Super League may have a similar impact 

on many clubs in team sports. 

In esports, a potential way to reduce the financial inequalities between teams and 

players may come from the suggestion formulated above that the growing numbers of 

elite players and fans may lead to a generalisation of national leagues serving as a route 

to qualification for the main competition. Indeed, the existence of national leagues may 

enable the implementation of more egalitarian revenue sharing schemes. However, this 

would depend on how the sources of finance would evolve in the future with such na-

tional leagues. As it stands, sponsoring and advertising to individual teams is the main 

source and is not eligible to revenue sharing given its individual nature. Similar to sports, 

media rights would be key, and their development would be uncertain in an environment 

favouring online streaming. 

It is acknowledged that the present research has some limitations. In particular, the 

choice of limiting the initial list of peculiar economics of professional team sports to 50 

peculiarities means that some additional peculiar economics applicable to esports were 

not developed in the manuscript. Besides, some aspects studied in sports economics and 

applicable to esports were dismissed because they were not considered as “peculiar” eco-

nomics of professional team sports. Aspects not covered in the paper include topics inves-

tigated in both sectors such as team diversity (Parshakov et al. 2018), tournament prize 

structure (Coates and Parshakov 2016) and managerial efficiency (Coates et al. 2020). 

Overall, this study provides an economic contribution to the comparison between 

sports and esports, adding to the ongoing debate about their similarities and differences. 

Although some economic differences are identified between professional team sports and 

esports, it is worth noting that they do not disqualify esports from being considered as a 

sport. Indeed, having an official enforcing the rules, a national league or a monopoly at 

the territorial level are not prerequisites to being a sport. As a whole, the present research 

is even rather supportive of a number of economic similarities between professional team 

sports and esports, as indicated by the similarity score of 7 out of 10. Both professional 

team sports and esports sharing a range of economic similarities may simply translate the 

possibility that esports are a specific form of sports. Arguably, esports that have been es-

tablished much more recently than (other) sports could provide some insights about the 

future development of sport, as suggested in the manuscript. Beyond assessing whether 

the peculiar economics of sports apply to esports, it derives some implications for both. 

Besides, it underlines some directions for future research in esports, e.g., the uncertainty 

of the outcome/competitive balance, league standing effect and profit versus win maximi-

sation debate. It also suggests reconsidering some topics in sports with the lens of esports. 
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